“Art is born of the observation and investigation of nature.”
Cicero

Welcome, Everyone!
Although it is spring again, one like I never experienced before, life
and its distractions can get hard. I as an artist need to continue. I
must be inspired by something to find the motivation to work.
This is our third year of publishing and covering many different
artists and their styles. Honoring this milestone, we decided to
create a unique issue which is focused on over 65 years of my art
experiences, paintings and some of my Methods.
Our newsletter theme is “Becoming Aware of Patterns Around
Us” (and the opportunities for experimenting). This issue will take me back to my roots
and a couple of Methods I discovered and taught.
This should also inspire you to look around and find what motivates you. Will it be a
texture made by nature or man-made? Will it be another artist’s endeavor? There are
many inspirations around you, but it is up to you to find them.
I hope you enjoy this journey with me, good luck...

“The artist sees what others
only catch a glimpse of.”
Leonardo Da Vinci

If you find this newsletter beneficial, please share and encourage your friends
to subscribe on my website at:

www.masterfield.net
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My Reflections!
WOW, it is SPRING again! This is our first issue of our 3rd Year
Anniversary of Publishing the Quarterly Newsletter, how fast
another year went by. The newsletter continues reaching more
subscribers every quarter.
The best way to observe your work is by taking time to see the
world and patterns around us. I decided to take my time, and take in
everything around me years ago. That’s probably why I will always be
an artist at heart!
Some people don't even see patterns,
they are not very observant. People
today are in such a hurry to get
somewhere, doing everything they can
rather than stopping and smelling the
roses and taking a look around them.
I stop and wonder what happened there
and how can I use that. Whatever it is,
I see things differently. I have a
curious mind and am still fascinated by
the different aspects of nature.
My goal or desire is to take what I see in
nature and translate that into my art. Here
is where all that started way back when I
was eight or nine years old.
I used to be locked in the closet with a very
dim light for my punishment. I would be
there sometimes for hours. My finger would
be on that wall and I would find stories on
the closet wall. There's my father. There's
my mother and there are people in there
doing this and doing that. I would see a
whole scene in the cracks on the side of the
wall. So, what that did is sort of sharpened
up my observation. I guess my imagination.
(continued on next page)
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My Reflections!
In every one of my paintings, I look at it like I looked at the closet wall. I find there's an
object, image or animal coming in and I bring it out. So, in using my imagination and
observation, I am able to add the finishing touches. With “Fat Cat” I imagined the head and
body and used markers and ink pens to bring out the shapes.
When I was a young art student, our
instructor would tell us to pay attention to
everything around us. He would ask when we
arrived in the morning “What color is the
mailbox on the corner”? I learned then to
pay attention to all of the textures and
patterns that surrounded me. I began
collecting rocks, especially those that had
beautiful natural patterns. I also began
saving bits of found objects. All of that
became the driving force and major
influence on my work.
Fat Cat

Every pattern we see can be developed into a process or technique if you take the time and
experiment with it. You can then produce similar patterns and modify the process until you
are satisfied.

Find what will become your driving force!
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Spotlight on Maxine’s Methods
Most of my methods have a story behind them. Something that made
me think of how I could reproduce it. In the beginning, my
experimenting with each technique, I tried to duplicate not only the
effects in nature but use the same forces in the same way. As I
better understood the relationship between the result and the
process, I was able to refine the tools and materials.
Over the years, in the many workshops I taught, people would ask
“How did you come up with this technique?” In some cases, it was just a “happy accident”
or being in the right place at the right time.

Sand Painting Method
As I walked on the beach each morning, I
would marvel at the rippled patterns of
sand left by the action of the waves. I
was very fascinated by the rhythm and
tried to imagine if it were possible to
capture the motion of the sand and water
on watercolor paper.

Sand Pattern on Siesta Key Beach

The first month I started experimenting with the sand/water method, the tourists began
helping me. By then, there were so many people, I had to take the method to my indoor
studio, a few blocks away.

Early Sand Painting Experimenting
on Siesta Key Beach

(continued on next page)
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Spotlight on Maxine’s Methods
I discovered that I could work with a
water hose, a small sandbox and a childsize pool. So, I began experimenting as if
it was the ocean and the sandy beach.
When pouring the sand, I was thinking of
the same effect. It was this feeling that I
had in forming the pattern and creating
the design to show the movement of water
when it came upon the ocean edge and hit
the sand. It made a pattern of multiple
riblets.
Tilting the board causes the sand to
slide and create a beautiful pattern
like you would find on a beach

Title: Morning Waves
Dimension: 28” x 42”
Media: Ink & Sand

Title: Edge of the Sea
Dimension: 34” x 40”
Media: Ink & Sand

(continued on next page)
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Spotlight on Maxine’s Methods
Evaporation Method
I was at the Oklahoma State Fair teaching a
week-long workshop. As I walked to the
classroom in the art building, I noticed
there was a leak in the roof that left a wet
spot on the ceiling because it was raining.
Every day, as I walked through the lobby
and looked at the spot, I noticed that it had
dried and left different rings around it. At
the end of the week, the spot had dried and
left this wonderful pattern behind. I
thought it would be wonderful to recreate
that beautiful pattern on a piece of
watercolor paper. Back at my studio, I
began to experiment in creating this effect.

My first attempts were to use the sun
to speed the natural drying process,
rather than wait for nature to take its
course, like the wet spot on the ceiling.
I will never forget the very first time I
tried to get that pattern. I had
watercolor paper in a metal box or tray
and a mixture of ink and watercolor
floating on top of the paper. I used a
block to create a teeter totter effect
and would periodically walk by and tip it.
This allowed the water to run down
leaving part of the paper submerged in
the paint mixture. After a while, I
would tip it again a different way. I kept doing that all week long, tip it this way, tip it that
way, and then tip it yet another way. There it was evaporating, slowly but surely and leaving
a beautiful evaporation pattern. I couldn't wait to tip it again and see if I created another
one.

(continued on next page)
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Spotlight on Maxine’s Methods
Eventually, I discovered and began teaching the evaporation method as I called it back
then. The method uses heat to evaporate and move water and color to create a natural
pattern. This evolved into two separate methods in my workshops and books:
1. Solar Painting
2. Hot Gun

SOLAR PAINTING
The Solar Painting method uses fine rice papers. The paper is put into a "solar box". Then
objects, such as cut shells or leaves are placed into the box on top of the paper. Water and
colored inks are poured over all and placed in the sun to dry.

Title: Solar Flare #1
Dimension: 9” x 12”
Media: Ink on Dippity Dye Paper

Title: Solar Flare #2
Dimension: 9” x 12”
Media: Ink on Dippity Dye Paper

(continued on next page)
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Spotlight on Maxine’s Methods
Hot Gun
The Hot Gun method uses only the
sun over a lengthy period of time.
This occurred before I discovered I
could use a “Hot Gun”. One day, a
student artist attending one of my
classes said she was going to bring a
heavy-duty hot gun to class that her
husband uses. So, we tried to see if
the hot gun would speed up the
evaporation method.

This hot gun was huge and extremely heavy. Yet, it
was so exciting the first time I tried it. I found I
could move the paint mixture in various directions
creating unique patterns. Eventually, I found a smaller
and lighter hot gun designed for embossing and
perfect for this evaporation method.
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Finding Inspiration From Others

Finding the driving force and the influences behind your art is a
lifelong journey. These three artists; Glenn Bradshaw, Charles
Seliger and Dorothy Hood, were instrumental in helping me find my
voice. They inspired and influenced my work throughout my career.
Here are some examples of my paintings with similar characteristics
to these legendary artists:

In the Beginning

Crystal Reflections

Land of the Midnight Sun

Move Over Nature
(continued on next page)
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Finding Inspiration From Others

Landscapes Remembered

Desert Rose

Glenn Bradshaw (1922-2013)
He was a renowned American artist, a master teacher, and a
Professor Emeritus of the School of Art and Design at the
University of Illinois, where he taught from 1952 until he
retired in 1986. In his 70-year career, he created many fine
works that grace the walls of many private, corporate, and
museum collections.
Bradshaw's paintings range in style and sizes. The paintings
created later in his life were abstract while others from his
early career were expressionism, etchings, collages or whatever
was a popular style at the time. He left a legacy as a beloved
teacher, counselor and coach for untold artists.

Black, White and Gold

Untitled Collage
(continued on next page)
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Finding Inspiration From Others
Charles Seliger (1926-2009)
Overview from Charles Seliger: Redefining Abstract
Expressionism by Francis V. O'Connor:
He was especially influenced by the fantastic imagery, inventive
processes, and creative freedom of Surrealism. His work is also
rooted in the principles and ideas explored by his American peers
who came to be known as the Abstract Expressionists, many with
whom he exhibited during the 1940s. Seliger, however, sought a
distinctly personal voice and artistic vocabulary and, typically,
made smaller, more intimate pictures than many of his colleagues.
He applied both opaque and transparent paints, then scraped
away layers to reveal hidden structures and networks that exist
beneath the surface of the visible world.
Charles Seliger sought to convey the traits of the subject as expressed in the poem
through the use of natural imagery.
"Many of my images are habitats, forms within forms, seeds, wombs, boxes, interiors of a
stone, images within images,…" Seliger explains.

Fragment of the Ice
Age 2

Winter

(continued on next page)
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Finding Inspiration From Others
DOROTHY HOOD (1918–2000)
Dorothy Hood was an American painter renown for being one of
the first Modernist painters. She did a great job at creating
organic shapes. Her use of color and light was also amazing.
Many times, the shapes Hood used appeared to be lit from
behind the object.

Chimera

Untitled #110

Nebula
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Contributors Corner
Becoming Aware of the Patterns Around Us
(and Opportunities for Experimenting)

Over 63 years ago, I decided I would
dedicate my life to becoming a fine
artist. I was 16 at the time and never
realized the hard work it would
involve. I struggled through art
school but never gave up. By studying the various styles of
other artists, they helped me find my own voice. I couldn't
afford paints or canvas, so I had to use whatever I could
find - hardware brushes, rags and sponges. I found it
difficult to paint details which led me on the path of
experimental painting.

My inspirations for my work comes from many different places
and experiences - from visiting a machine museum where I
became obsessed with transmission parts to discovering the
images in sliced agates, lace, pressed flowers, and cracks in a
sidewalk. Experiences or objects can start me down a path of
experimenting with different materials – sprayed, splattered,
dried, plastered or poured.
Nature is filled with fascinating
textures, an assortment so
diverse that our imaginations can
scarcely encompass them all.
From rocky cliffs sprayed with
foam to downy milkweed pods
Machine Parts
drying in the sun, from pine
needles dusted with snow to pebbles worn smooth in the
bottom of a brook—nature provides us with enough textures
to satisfy any visual and tactile appetite.
The first and most important tool of the artist is the mind's
eye. It not only sees nature but searches out the details
that make the difference—and remembers them. This is
what sets us apart as artists. Seeing in new ways is seeing
the commonplace with new perceptions, transforming the
familiar to the unique and the unique to the familiar.
(continued on next page)
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Contributors Corner
Part of our mind wants to pin a word, a title to the things we see. But a mere label of tree,
flower, or sunset is not enough for us to bring the illusion forth when it is needed. The
details of form, proportion, color, and texture must be bound together with an overall
impression of the subject matter that allows it to be remembered as a unique experience.
Then we can work on a method to re-create it.
Those artists who love nature and strive for
harmony with their surroundings yearn to capture
not just the look, but the essence of nature's
myriad textures. And there are many ways we can
achieve this—especially when the painting
techniques mirror the methods used by nature
itself. For example, we can allow paints to soak into
or be resisted by prepared surfaces the way that
nature allows rain to seep into the earth or drip off
nonporous surfaces.
On Pond’s Edge
Leaf shapes and wax paper
In the beginning, I demonstrated experimental
techniques that used plastics, cellophane, waxed
paper, and other materials that were stretched,
twisted, and weighted down over poured paints
and inks to capture various natural forms. The
techniques are based on many of the same
concepts but developed further. Each method I
have worked with had to pass through several
phases of trial and error before I discovered the
best ways to achieve the optimal effects. Even
now, I keep finding new ways to use old methods.
Creative techniques are never through being
developed, any more than nature is ever through
evolving.

Sandy Creek
Plastic Sheet Over Wet Ink

Art has a unique role in society. It is a mirror of our culture, it communicates the changes
our society is experiencing. No historian would research any era or society without studying
its art because art reveals not only the intellectual progress of a nation, but also its
emotional state. In the United States, the bastions of watercolor painting have considered
(continued on next page)
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Contributors Corner
what is "acceptable" relatively unchanged for some time. While the rest of the art world
has gone through phases like dada, surrealism, and op art, watercolor societies have
maintained their ties with the past. But now the age of enlightenment is dawning and,
despite the lack of encouragement from conservative fronts, watercolorists and their
public are finding new directions.
I feel that watercolor is the most spontaneous
and sensuous, as well as the most versatile, of all
the art mediums. And even though my particular
procedure must allow time for many of its steps,
I am basically a "this-instant" person. I stop to
look and examine, no matter what the time or
place, and when I feel inspired to paint, I work
immediately and passionately until I am played
out. My only limits are inspiration and endurance,
with inspiration being the stronger.
I have long recognized the limitations of
convention, tradition, and safe acceptability as
Clothesline Painting
impediments to creativity and progress. I've also
Spraying ink & watercolor
learned that fighting them is a waste of precious
artistic energy. And so I have chosen to sidestep them and explore watercolor on my own.
My rewards come from my own discoveries in experiments. I am free from the anxiety of
trying to reach goals set by someone else, free of trying to fit their own prescribed molds
of excellence. I set my own goals now.

Fiber and Cutouts

Our tradition, the art we study and learn
from, was never meant to be relived or
duplicated. Its purpose is to teach us how
we got this far, and what came before us.
Its value is to arm us with the knowledge
and tools to go on from here without
repeating mistakes. Our responsibility is to
contribute to the future, and this requires
that we add something new during our time,
not just preserve what we started out with.
I feel that my enthusiasm, curiosity, and
love of art are the basics I have to work
with.

with Ink and watercolor
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Contributors Corner
They are also what makes my work a labor of love. The impressions of experiences shared,
and any techniques blundered into or sought out, are the artist's legacy.

Modeling Paste and

Wax Line and

Machine Parts

Watercolor

New trends from artistic milestones in creativity are called "movements" because that's
what they do. They move. Man's transit from cave drawings, through the Renaissance, to
the present, was possible because of creative energy. Time only moves forward, and those
who cannot bear to abandon a present perfection are left behind. Although I love many of
my paintings, the best of all will be the next one—or maybe the one after that!

Wax Line and

Modeling Paste and

Watercolor

Liquid Enamel
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Copyright and Disclaimers
All Rights Reserved. Artwork and photographs may not be reproduced without the
expressed written consent of the owner.
The purpose of this newsletter is to educate, inspire and motivate. Feel free to share the
newsletter with other artists, friends and colleagues.
The contents herein are based on the views and opinions of the author and all associate
contributors. The author and all other contributors accept no responsibility for any
consequential actions taken, whether monetary, legal, or otherwise, by any and all readers
of the materials provided. It is the reader's sole responsibility to seek professional advice
before taking any action on their part.
Readers results will vary based on their skill level and individual perception of the
contents herein, and thus no guarantees, monetarily or otherwise, can be made accurately.

© 2018 Maxine Masterfield

“I would love to hear your thoughts and suggestions.
If you have any specific topics you would like included in
future issues, please let me know.”

Drop me a note, my email address is below!

Co-Founders

Maxine

Mike & Ann Gervasio

masterfield@prodigy.net
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